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This work was perf ormed wi,thin the f rame-work of 

methodical investigations connected with the elaboration of 

the hadron calorimeter of the detector DELPHI /1/ for LEP. 

The DELPHI hadron calorimeter consists of iron layers in 

gaps of which there are plastic streamer tubes /2/ operating 

in the selfquenching streamer mode. In aâdition the calo

rime ter is a yoke of the supercondu~ting solenoid and hence 

the magnetic field can influence its work for at least two 

reasons: 1) influence of the field on development of showera 

in the calorimeter; 2) influence of the fi~ld on characteris

tics of the streamer made itself. 

The first aspect was investigated in the papel' /3/. With 

the help of the Monte-Carlo simulation it was shown that 

due to distortion of particle tracks in a shower the response 

of the calorimeter increases by 20-30% in a magnetic field 

about 12 kG and the value of the eiiect dependa both ~n the 

field magnitude and direction. The aim of the present work 

is to investigate influence of a magnetic iield on the self

quencbing streamer discharge cnaracteristics. 

The measurements were made with a short (about 30'cm) 

plastic streamer tube (Fig. 1)," The diameter of the anode 

wires was 75 fAm, .inner dimensions of tube cells were 9x9rml. 

Fig. 1. The Bchematic view 

l 2 of plastic streamer tube: 
3 1 - envelop; 2 - cover; 3 ==== .~ anode wire; 4 - profile. 
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AlI four sides of cells were covered witb a resistive graphite 

paint with typical resistivity in the range '50-2000 kOhm per 
, 

square. To screen, ~he tube was wrapped up in a thin aluminium 

foil. To increase the gap in a charge characteristic between 

the lim~~ed-proportional and streamer modes we have chosen 

the ga~ mixture with a relatively small organic component 

(tbe mixture was argon + isobutane = 1 + 1). This allow~ 

one to investigate in mor~ details the influence 'of a magnetic 

field on the limited-proportional, transition and streamer 

modes. The tube was irradiated with X-ray of energy about 

8 keV (K-series in Cu). Giving point-like ionization in a 

gas, X-rays provide good conditions for cbarge characteristic 

measurements. 

The DELPHI hadron calorimeter consists of a barreI and 

end~caps. In the barreI the streamer tubes are placed in gaps 

between ir~n layers 'parallel t~ a magnetic field and hence 

the magnetic field in the tubes is small (about 10 G). Such 

a small field does not perturbate on the streamer discharge. 

But in the end-caps there are large regions where the magnetic' 

field has a large component wbich is perpendicular to the. 

streamer tubes and hence the magnetic field in tubes may be 

quite large - up to 12 kG. So, the attention was paid to the 

.case of a perpendicular field. 

Fig. 2 represents the counting and charge charàcteristics 

oi the 'tube wi thout a magnetic field. 

T~e influence of the magnetic field on the charge spectra 

for different voltages applied to the tube is shown in Fig. 3. 

The magnetic field is perpendicular to the anode \vires. 

Fig. 3 a shows the charge spectrum modification in tbe 

region 'of the limited-proportional mode. The. spectrum modif1

cation in the region of the selfquenching streamer mode is 

shown in Fig. 3 c,d. From these spectra ,it is clearthat the 

magnetic field decreases the total charge both in an avalanche 

and in a streamer. 
1he interesting fact ia that in spite of a decreasing 

avalanche charge in the magnetic field the probability of 

avalanche developing into a 
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Fig. 2. The	 charge (up) and counting 
(down~characteri8ticsof streamer 
tube in absense of a magnetic field. 

F1g. 3. Charge spectra of the sig
nals with and without the field at 
different voltages: a) limited
proportional mode r 0.02,pc/channel 

O.3 ipC{chanb} transition region,

:I}	 nel; c) streamer mode, 0.5'pá/chan
nal; d} double-streamer mode, 

1.3 pC /channel. 
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l,3-'t4-í5J:6Fig. 4. The contraI charg~ spec~ ( 

tra with the magnet on and off; Fig. 5. The counting characte
the tube is out Df the field. ristics with una without the 

field at the different registra
tion thresholds. 

of the transition region) is greater than without a megnetic 

field (Fig. Jb). The consequence of this is that the mean
 

charge in the transition region is 8reater in the magnetic
 

field.
 

The observed effect being small, measures were tnken
 

to.minimize possible systematic errora. To exclude apparatus
 

drift, the time intervals between measurements \rith and
 

without the field under a certain .high voltage were not
 

larger than 10-15 min (two spectra measured in equal condi


tions with a time interval 15 min differ from each other
 

within statistical errors). Agreement of the resulta from
 

different sets of measurements was also checked. To check
 

'if there wa~ any influence of the large magnetic field on
 

the apparatus and the X-rays source which were near the
 

magnet, the tube waa taken out Df the field and the
 

charge characteri~tic was measured with the magnet on eJld 

of! while alI components of the apparatus were on their
 

places. Fig. 4 shows the result of this measurement. The
 

shape of the spectrum is not changed and mean values of
 Jthe collected charge differ within the statistical error. 

Ulky! 

of the magnetic field on development Df an avalanche and 

a ::; treamer. 

The coullting characteristic8 measured in the magnetic 

field and wi thout i t under differen'i, thresholds (Fig. 5) 
show the following. 

rn,en the threshold Lev eI is Lower t.han thc ampli t uüe o 

of streamer signo.ls but higher t han t he amplitudes of limi tecl

proportional signals, the rise of a counting rate curve begins 

earlier in the maEnetic field. This correaponds to an earlier 

bog í.nrrí.ng of the strearner mode in the magne t í,c field. 

mIen the threshold Lev eI is not in th,e gap between tvlO 

modes and hence when only sufficiently large pulses are 

registered, the effect is reverse. This corresponds to smaller 

amplitudes Df pulses in the region Df streamer mode in the 

magnetic field. 

Thus one may conclude that the streamer charge decrease 

in the field is due to the decreasing arr~litude Df the current 

signals rather than to any change of time duration of the ' 

signals. The photographs Df the pulses (Fig. 6) confirm this. 

It ia also seen that the time dynamics Df the streamer forma

tion (shape Df the pulse) at a different field value and di

rection does not practically change. 

Concerning the calorimeter operation it ia interesting 

to know the magnetic field influence on the mean value Df a 

collected charge. Fig. 7 represents the change Df the charge 

mean value against the magnetic field tension for the case Df 

a perpendicular field and for the case Df an inclines field 

(the angle between the direction Df the magnetic field and 

the anode wires ol= 480 
) . ,The high voltage ia chosen in the 

beginning Df the plateau Df the counting characteristic, which 

corresponds to the single streamer mode. In both cases suffi 

Thus the observed effect is completely due to the influence ciently linear dependence upon the field is observed. It should 
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Fig. 6. The photography Df the 
signals (U = 3.3 kV; 400 A/div.; 
50 na/div.); H}. - component of 
the magnetic field which perpen~ 

dicular to ano de wirea; R" a) 
parallel component. a) R = O 

b) Rl = 12.2 kG, R,r = O 
c) H = 9.1 kG, H« = 8.1 kG.
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. Fig. 7. The collected charge 
mean value shift versus the 
magnetic field magnitude and 

direction: a) H.l;Hu = Ob) 
0 

b) H( , c <( = 48 • 
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be noticed that in the case of an inclined field the effect 

is smaller than it could be expected if only a perpendicular. . 
component of the field had influence on the dis~harge (dotted 

line which ia obtained from the line in Fig. 7a by multiplying 

by sin 48°). 
Fig. 8 represents the change of a mean value of a collect

ed charge in the large high voltage range. It is seell that 

in the region of the limited-proportional and streamer mode~ 
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Fig. 8. The collected charge @l%)' i 
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mean value shift versus appli 

ed voltage for the perpendicu
 H. = 121 kG 
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the value of the effect ia rather small. But in the transl

tion region the effect is considerable (10-15%). Thus the 

preferable operational higb voltage for the streamer tubes 

of the hadron calorimeter will be the voltage for the single 

streamer mode for the majority of the shower ,pa r t i cl e , i.e., 

in the viciriity of the beginning of the plateau of a counting 

rate curve. In thi8 case the systemBtic shift in responses 

of the barreI and the end-caps of the calorimeter will be 

negligible• . 

To avoid confining to the chosen gas mixture it wa8 

che cked if there i8 any effect in another one (argon + ieo

.but an e = 1 + 3) in the streamer mode. The similar result 

was observed. 

Thus the magnetic field influences the development of 

an avalanche and a streamer. and the effect is about several 

per cent in the field about 10 kG. This effect seems to be 

negligible for the hadron calorimeter, but it is certainly 

interesting for the understanding the mechanisms of avalanche 

and streamer development. 
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Arrexcee a f .,n., KOPhITOB A. B. E13-87-175 
BJl.I:UlHHe MarHHTHoro rrOJU! na xapaKTepHCTHKH 
caMoraCflmerOCH CTpHMepHoro pe~HMa 

H3y4eHo BnHflHHe MarHHTHoro rronH Ha xapaKTepHCTHKH ca
MOraC5lIu,CI'OCH CTpHMepHoro pe~HMa. B rronHX rropHAKa 10 Kfc 
3apH~ B CTpHMepe YMeHbrnaeTCH lIa HeCKonbKO npo~eHTOB (H3
MeHellHe sn pxnu o õvcnoarreno YMeHblIJelII-IeM aMrrnHTYAbI CHrHa
na). B rJCPCXO,LJ;lWH o6naCTH HanpmKeHHH OT nponopuaoaan s aor-o 
pe~HMa K cTpHMepHoMY MarHaTHoe rrone rrpHBOAHT K YBenHqeHHID 
BepOfI'['1l0CTH ne pepacr aana naBHHhI B CTpHMep. 

Pn()u'!'il HblrtOnHeHa B Da6opaToPHH HAepHhIX	 .npo õrrex 0115111. 

Ilpenpanr 06õe,IlHHeHHOf'O HHCTHTYTa H,IlepHhIX accnenoaaaaã.Tlyõna 1987 

Alekseev G.D., Korytov A.V. E13-87-175 
Magnctic Field Influence on the Selfquenching 
Streamer Discharge 

The incluence of the magnetic field on the selfquen
ching streamer discharge characteristics is investigated. 
In the field about 10 kG streamer charge is decreased 
several per cent (change of charge is due to amplitude 
decreasing of signal). In the transition region from li 
mited-proportional to streamer mode magnetic field re
sults in increasing of probability of avalanche develop
ing into a streamer. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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